The Texas Department of Agriculture’s (TDA) quilts are available as a traveling display to be used in the promotion of Texas natural fibers. The themes of the quilts highlight various aspects of Texas agriculture and promote Texas along with the tradition of quilting in our state.

We appreciate your interest in participating in the display of TDA’s quilt(s) and hope your program attendees will gain a sense of satisfaction from the aesthetic quality and the workmanship of these beautiful pieces.

**Conditions for use of quilt(s):**

1. All quilts should be cared for in such a way that they are not destroyed or damaged through travel or display.
2. All quilts should be kept covered throughout travel and stored in the provided container.
3. The cost of shipping to your location is included in the $10 per quilt fee charged by TDA; however, you will be responsible for the cost of returning the quilts.
4. All quilts should be returned to TDA immediately following the agreed upon timeframe.
5. The quilts are your responsibility while under your care including, but not limited to, theft, loss, or damage; you agree to reimburse TDA, including all associated costs, in the event the quilts are lost, stolen or damaged.

Upon receipt of your request, you will be contacted regarding the availability of the quilts on the dates requested. After confirmation, you will receive an invoice for the $10.00 fee per quilt. Payment should be submitted no later than 30 days in advance of the requested shipping date. Quilts will not be shipped until payment has been received.

**Quilts Requested:**

- Common Thread of Texas Quilt (1997)
- Millennium Quilt (1999)
- Texas Blooming Floral Quilt (2002)
- Texas Yes! Quilt (2004)
- Healthy Food for Healthy Kids Quilt (2004)
- Legendary Ranches of Texas Quilt (2006)
- Toast a Rising Star Quilt (2008)
- Toast a Rising Star Runner-Up Quilt (2008)
- Texas Wildlife: Adventure Awaits Quilt (2010)
- Agriculture is Your Culture (2012)
- The Texas Coast (2014)
- Celebrating Texas Wine and Flowers (2016)
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
QUILT DISPLAY AGREEMENT

Quilts will be Returned:

☐ By hand/personally
☐ Mailed (including shipping insurance valuing each quilt being sent back to TDA at $1,000.00

Name of Event:
________________________________________________________________________

Date(s) of Event(s):
________________________________________________________________________

Date the Quilt(s) needed for set-up:
________________________________________________________________________

Quilt Caretaker Information:

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City, ST, Zip: __________________________________________

Phone Number: ________________________________________

Email Address: ________________________________________

I, ____________________________________________, understand that in order to receive the quilt(s) on loan, I assume liability for the above identified quilts and agree to adhere to guidelines established by TDA through this document.

Signature of Caretaker ____________________________________________

TDA thanks you for your promotion of Texas natural fibers. We are supportive of your decision to display the wonderful beauty and strength of our Texas textile industry through the exhibition of these skillfully crafted quilts. TDA is also appreciative of the time, care and creativity shown by you, our Lone Star artisans and craftspeople, which make the Texas fiber industry a living tradition.

We hope your event participants are inspired by the display to create their own quilts incorporating Texas fibers and Texas themes. We wish you and your organization continued success. Please contact Debbie Wall via email at Debbie.Wall@TexasAgriculture.gov, with any questions regarding the quilt or its display.